Higher-order dielectrophoretic effects: levitation at a field null.
Experiments with certain new micro-electrode structures used to achieve passive dielectrophoretic levitation of small particles and biological cells reveal a pronounced size-dependent effect not anticipated by the conventional dipole-based model. The conventional theory fails to predict this size effect because it neglects higher-order moments such as the quadrupole, hexapole, and octupole. These higher-order moments are in fact responsible for the levitation force achieved by azimuthally periodic electrode structures because, in such geometries, the electric field is zero along the axis so that the induced dipole moment must be zero. For example, the planar quadrupole levitates particles passively along the central axis through the interaction of its field with the induced quadrupolar moment of the particle. The size effect reported with this structure is readily explained in terms of this quadrupolar component of the ponderomotive force exerted on the particle.